
Physiology of 
the cochlear nucleus

Spherical vs globular bushy cells
Circuitry in dorsal cochlear nucleus



Differentiating cell types in the 
cochlear nucleus

• By anatomical shape
• Using soma shape with Nissl stains:  Osen

(spherical, globular, multipolar, pyramidal, giant, 
granule)

• Using dendritic structure in Golgi stains:  Bushy, 
stellate, octopus, cartwheel

• Using their axonal projection patterns 
• Imaginative names help (unipolar brush cells, 

chestnut cells, etc.)

• By physiological response type (PST shape)
• PSTH shape: Primary-like, PL with notch, 

chopper, pauser, build-up, onset
• Response area characteristics (type I, II, III, 

IV)
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Correlating anatomy with physiology (form & function) 
has been a persistent theme of CN research

Notch

PLn
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Variety of PSTs seen in the CN

Adams, 1976 Joseph C. Adams
M.I.T.



Wu and Oertel, 1984

Brain slices of CN show bushy and stellate 
cells have different membrane properties



Intracellular recording and staining is 
definitive, but…

 Combined intracellular 
recording (to get PSTs) 
with staining allows 
structure/function 
relations to be studied.

 However, neither the cell 
type nor the PST type 
are absolute indicators.



To SOC

To IC 
(bilateral)

VCN

DCN

• All principal cells receive 
ANF input

• Note that with the 
exception of the bushy cells, 
all other cell types receive 
additional inputs that would 
be expected to make them 
more selective than ANFs

• On the other hand there are 
synapses on the ‘bush’ of the 
BC but little is known about 
them so they are ignored.

• How would you determine 
where different cell types 
projected?



Labeled cells in DCN with HRP deposit 
in DAS

Adams and Warr, 1976



Labeled cells in DCN with HRP deposit 
in DAS

 Adams and Warr, 1976

Adams and Warr, 1976



Cajal (1909) and Lorente de No (1933)

Cajal, 1909



Tonotopy of the AVCN and DCN  



VCN bushy 
cells

 SBCs receive a 
few ANF 
endbulbs

 GBCs receive 
smaller endings 
from ANFs



Bushy cells

Another way to 
“define” cell types is 
by their axonal 
projection pattern



SBC

GBC







PSTHs of ANFs, SBCs, and GBCs



Period histograms of same cells



Primary-like with notch (PLn)  



PLn project to MNTB with calyx of Held



SBC/GBC axons cross the midline in 
different bundles



Cells with PLn responses 



Spherical bushy cells (project to 
MSO) show Primary-like responses



Globular bushy cells (project to MNTB) 
show Pri-notch responses 



Surprisingly, bushy cells have more 
precise timing than auditory nerve inputs

Joris et al., 1994



Phase-locking of bushy cells 
compared to auditory nerve fibers

Joris et al., 1994





Can models help?

 Coincidence of subthreshold
ANF inputs onto bushy cells can 
show high sync properties

 But these models require a 
relatively large number (~25-
30) of ANF inputs to mimic the 
properties seen in GBCs and 
SBCs.

 Classically, anatomical data 
suggests GBCs have many inputs 
while SBCs have fewer.

 So there is a “SBC puzzle” 
(Joris and Smith, 2008)



Circuitry and cell types of the Dorsal 
cochlear nucleus (DCN)

Eric Young, JHU



Young and Davis, 2002



Auditory nerve  Increasing inhibition



Type II response maps are simple 

Type II

Spirou and Young, 1991

• Type II units have no 
spon. activity

• Poor response to BBN
• Suggests inhibitory 

sidebands
• which can be seen in the 

presence of BF tone



…while Type IV response maps are very 
complex

Type IV

Spirou and Young, 1991

So, what is the 
circuitry in the 
DCN that makes 
Type IV units? 



IV

IIIV
PY: pyramidal cell, 
also referred to as 
fusiform, type IV

Gi: giant cell, also 
type IV

V: vertical cell, also 
tuberculoventral and 
type II



Type II cells

Type IV cells
Type II cells are 
glycinergic and 
inhibit type IV 
cells.

How can we 
demonstrate this 
physiologically?



type IV firing rate given 
type II fires at t=0

inhibitory 
trough

Cross-correlogram

Paired recordings and cross-correlation 
show that type II inhibit type IV cells

type II unit type IV unit

Voigt & Young 1980,1990



Summary: Circuitry of DCN deep layer

Spirou and Young 1991

type II

type II
W.B.I.

W.B.I.

“reciprocal” response 
properties



How has 
understanding the 
physiology and 
anatomy  of the 
auditory system 
improved cell 
phones?

The new iPhone 4S or Google Nexus phone

What does this have to do with this 
course? 


